
0010: Where am I?

‘Alexa - are you listening too carefully?’
This activity explores the idea of ambient

location and how we are tracked by our

devices.

Smart speakers have been a major success,

and many people will have one in the corner of

at least one room in their house. If it is

plugged in and switched on, it is listening for

the verbal cue that will wake it up, or for a

notification of a delivery that it needs to tell

you about.

Key term definition: smart speaker

Activity 3
Look at the statistics on sales of smart speakers in the final quarter of 2020.



What does this tell you about the scale and impact of smart speaker sales?

It is possible to learn how to program a device such as Alexa to behave in a particular

way.

https://www.amazon.com/alexa-skills/b?ie=UTF8&node=13727921011

Activity 4

Look at the various features of the Alexa smart speaker shown below. Consider how

much of your daily life is linked to these particular features.

What aspects of your everyday life do these not connect with
(yet)?

Other relevant devices are those that we wear to track our activity.

Smart watches will also have this facility - often in the name of

convenience, and also sold for their health benefits. Fitbit’s user

policy uses the phrase:

https://www.amazon.com/alexa-skills/b?ie=UTF8&node=13727921011


“We get your info to give you info”.

Carry out a  survey to see which of these types of devices are being worn and used by

students at your institution, and which apps are used to record / share exercise and the

routes used?

How much awareness is there of the way that these devices track the wearers?

Are they aware that Google own Fitbit and therefore their data.

https://www.wired.com/story/health-fitness-data-privacy/v

Strava users can see heat maps showing routes they use regularly.

In January 2018 it emerged that the US military showed up their location through

troops using the app as they did their running while on active service.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-42853072

Ambient location is an idea developed by Ed Parsons, Google’s geographer.

Your phone knows where you are. It also knows how many other phone users are in
the same place, and therefore how busy it is.
This means that it will tend to build a map around your location, showing you things

which it thinks you will find relevant, and can also tell you where your friends are, or

whether the train might have seats in a particular carriage.

This is part of what is known as the Internet of Things (IoT)

The Internet of Things (IoT) represents a new advancement in technology that
harnesses data to help streamline our lives. The simplest way to think of the IoT is as a
network of devices and objects with embedded electronics – deemed “smart” – that
communicate to perform various tasks.

IoT technologies enable voice commands to control appliances such as lights, TVs and
even door locks. At work, smart office buildings offer significant promise for handling
controls such as energy saving options and may soon become ubiquitous. And, on the
move, wearable technologies such as fitness trackers and smartwatches allow people
to track and monitor their exercise regimes.

https://www.wired.com/story/health-fitness-data-privacy/v
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-42853072


But there are clear security and privacy concerns associated with using these different
forms of new technology. And there’s a danger that consumers – egged on by digital
companies whose income heavily relies on data sharing – jump too quickly at the
convenience of new personal tech without understanding the risks.

Source:

https://capovelo.com/strava-storm-everyone-check-security-settings-going-ride/

Activity 5

Apple recently changed how it tracks your activity on their smartphones. This data

showed  the changing pattern of  personal mobility during the lockdowns.

This video explores the change that has been added to apps.

Watch the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8w4qPUSG17Y

Look at your phone and see how many apps you have installed which are tracking your

activity. What sort of data about you might they be collecting?

Apple has produced a ‘day in the life with your data’

https://www.apple.com/uk/privacy/docs/GBEN_Privacy_ADITL.pdf

This smart technology also has the potential to help with healthcare

and with monitoring an ageing population, with growing rates of

dementia. This is an area known as technology enabled care (TEC),

and has moved into areas of consumer devices as these have become

affordable. Amazon’s NEST camera for example, pictured here, has

motion detection, sound detection and two way communication, live

feed and a recorded history which can be accessed remotely. Some

families use them to keep track of relatives with dementia, rather

than for the ‘intended purpose’ of security.

What are the implications of this for our own security?

Dyson devices work with Alexa and Google Assistant for example.

https://www.dyson.com/support/voice/amazon-alexa

What other devices around your home connect to the internet.

e.g. Sky TV and similar digiboxes update each night to collect programme information.

https://capovelo.com/strava-storm-everyone-check-security-settings-going-ride/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8w4qPUSG17Y
https://www.apple.com/uk/privacy/docs/GBEN_Privacy_ADITL.pdf
https://www.dyson.com/support/voice/amazon-alexa


Tools List

Tool to use URL / location How would you use it?

Strava Heatmap https://www.strava.com/h
eatmap#5.57/-0.90215/5
0.86629/hot/all

Heatmaps are produced of
user routes. Explore the
heatmaps for your own
local area. Are they as
expected?

Apple Mobility Data for
urban areas

https://covid19.apple.com
/mobility

How is your community
moving around
differently?

Google Mobility Data for
urban areas

https://www.google.com/c
ovid19/mobility/

How is your community
moving around
differently?

Articles

https://www.cnet.com/how-to/google-collects-a-frightening-amount-of-data-about-y

ou-you-can-find-and-delete-it-now/ - Google and your data

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/19/opinion/location-tracking-cell-pho

ne.html - animated New York Times piece on data location and how it is gathered

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/12/19/opinion/location-tracking-cell-pho

ne.html - NY Times Privacy Project

Trovare, controllare ed eliminare le informazioni memorizzate nell'Account Google:

https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/162744?hl=it

Controllo privacy: https://myaccount.google.com/privacycheckup
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